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Welcome to the 3rd edition of the South West Marine Energy  Park newsletter. 
It has been a period of positive news for the marine sector, including two new 
developers signing leasing agreements for berths at Wave Hub, the Swansea Bay 
lagoon going into planning and lots of good news for local supply chain 
companies. Now’s a good time to look ahead to the future of the marine energy 
industry and with this in mind, the South West MEP steering board  have met to 
discuss the strategy going forwards. The South West MEP will now be producing a  
marine energy strategy document  for the region, planned to coincide with All 
Energy in May.  
 

We welcome  contributions, for future editions- please email khayes@regensw.co.uk  

Wave Hub strengthens it’s position as world leading facility    

Two international developers have committed to testing devices at Wave 
Hub, adding weight to its reputation as a world leading test facility. 
 
Earlier this quarter, Fortum announced  their intention to take a berth at 
Wave Hub, and are currently assessing a number of devices for testing, 
including  Wello’s Penguin device. Fortum are a Finnish multinational 
utility who have been involved in wave energy since 2007 and  have 
praised Wave Hub as a facility. “This is as much ‘plug and play’ as it gets 
when it comes to wave power generation development. The site already 
has everything we need to start testing,” says Fortum's Chief Technology 
Officer Heli Antila, PhD 
 
Australian based Carnegie Wave Energy Limited have this week 
announced their intention to deploy an array at Wave Hub by booking a 
berth. The Australian developer plans to deploy a 3MW array of its 1MW 
CETO 6 device in 2016, with the option of extending to 10MW.  The 
technology has been taken from concept to pre commercial array in ten 
years. The CETO 5, the predecessor to the CETO 6 device, is being 
prepared for array scale testing in Western Australia.  
 Carnegie’s Executive Director of European Business Development, Kieran O’Brien, said “Securing a berth at Wave Hub 
provides Carnegie with a pre-developed site and installed grid connected infrastructure to test its CETO 6 commercial 
generation technology whilst leveraging off UK technical and commercial supply chain expertise in the heart of the 
marine renewables industry 
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South west showcases strengths in Northern Ireland 
The south west had a strong presence at Renewable 
UK Wave and Tidal conference in Belfast earlier this 
year, with a number of experts from the south west 
presenting to the conference over the two days. 
 
The regions universities, test facilities and inward 
investment organisations were present in the 
exhibition, showcasing the excellent opportunity 
provided in the region for the development of marine 
energy technologies.   

The South West Marine Energy Park pavilion at Renewable UK, 
supported by Invest in Cornwall and the Plymouth and Peninsula 

City Deal Regional Growth Fund.   

New marine energy and offshore wind supply chain 
directory highlights regions capabilities. 
 
The Regen SW Offshore Wind and Marine Energy Supply 
Chain Directory, which was launched at Renewable UK in 
Belfast in February, features over 350 actively engaging 
companies  in the south west, showcasing the strength in 
depth in companies in the region.   
 
The directory features companies from across the entire 
supply chain, from manufacturing and components to law 
firms and technology developers. 
If you would like to obtain a copy of the directory or have 
your company included in the next edition please contact 
khayes@regensw.co.uk  

Regen SW maps out supply chain strengths  

South west make’s a splash in Northern Ireland 
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The South West MEP team have been looking at 
the Horizon 2020 scheme and have identified a 
number of calls that could be of interest to the 
marine energy sector. If you are interested we 
would be happy to discuss this: please contact 
khayes@regensw.co.uk  

Mojo Maritime have announced their success in 
securing funding to develop their low motion 
floating platform for offshore LiDAR 
measurements (LiDAR is the advanced technology 
deployed in support of offshore wind energy 
farms). Concept development and tank testing of 
the platform performed during 2013 has resulted 
in a solid design, capable of withstanding the most 
challenging offshore conditions 
Find out more here 
 
Richard Parkinson, Mojo director said “Floating 
platforms fitted with Lidar measurement 
equipment offer significant cost reductions in 
terms of capital and operational expenditure” 
 
Mojo Maritime are also one of a number of 
companies, including Arup, Atkins, Fugro and 
Dong, who are partnering in the new £7.8 million   
Centre for Doctoral Training in Renewable Energy 
Marine Structures (REMS), as announced last 
week by Chancellor George Osborne. The centre is 
one of 22 Centres for Doctoral Training (CDTs).  
Find out more here. 

Mojo Maritime  to develop low motion floating 
platform 

Horizon 2020- European Funding Scheme 

KML expands its fleet and team 
Full editorial by Nikki meek   

Keynvor Morlift Ltd have seen strong growth in 
their portfolio of work in  marine renewables 
over the last twelve months, including winning 
the work to carry out the installation of the 
Tidal Energy Ltd Deltastream device in Ramsey 
Sound. 
  
As a result of the companies success in 
winning work, the team has expanded its fleet 
of vessels with the addition of the Morlander 
(pictured below); a Landing Craft Utility vessel 
which services project cargo operations and 
the BD6072; a heavy lift crane barge that will 
be used for marine renewable operations, and 
have increased their team with the addition of 
three new employees; Sam Crowhurst, Toby 
Payne and Anne van Houten. Read the full 
release here and watch the launch of the 
Morlander  here  
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Negotiations at  FaBTest begin 
Update from  Alex Whatley 

FaBTest is progressing with negotiations to 
consent the testing of floating wind devices at 
the site.  The Crown Estate are supportive of 
the move and have publicised a three month 
consultation for the proposal on their website 
here. Meanwhile, Falmouth Harbour 
Commissioners as lease and MMO licence 
holders for the site, and the University of 
Exeter are working with Natural England to 
produce an agreed habitats risk assessment for 
wind devices on FaBTest. 
  
The move to consent floating wind is in direct 
response to industry feedback and is supported 
by the wider local industry.  

 

Navitus Bay signs MOU with local ports 

Navitus Bay Development Ltd have this week signed 
memoranda of understanding with three local 
ports- Poole, Portland and Yarmouth. The 
understanding will see £100,000 spent on feasibility 
studies, to assess the ports ability to accommodate 
the requirements of the wind farm development.  
Find out more here.  

Mike Reynolds, Chair of the Cornwall, Isles of Scilly 
and Plymouth Offshore Renewables Delivery 
Forum said “We are hopeful that the negotiations 
with The Crown Estate, the Marine Management 
Organisation and their statutory consultees will 
result in a positive outcome for FaBTest. Adding 
floating wind technology to the site’s lease and 
licence will enable Cornwall to offer developers an 
opportunity to test their devices at an earlier stage 
in their development cycle, further strengthening 
the South West’s world leading marine renewables 
offer and supporting the development of floating 
wind technology in the UK.” 

  

Ian McQuade, General Manager of Portland 
Harbour Authority, said "The signing of the MOU 
is an important step along the road to realising 
one of the biggest economic opportunities 
Portland and Dorset is likely to see for many 
years. Portland Port hopes that this is just the first 
of a number of agreements that will culminate in 
commercial activities taking place at the port in 
support of the Navitus Bay wind park." 
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Tidal industry meets in Bristol  

Tidal range industry workshop  
In February Parsons Brinckerhoff hosted a tidal range industry workshop which brought together over 30 
experts from across the industry to discuss the potential opportunities to develop tidal lagoons projects in 
the UK. The workshop which addressed some of the key technical and financial challenges of building 
large scale tidal projects also considered the economic and social benefits that could accompany lagoon 
projects. The speakers on the day included Vincent De Laleu and Antoine Libaux from EDF who were able 
to describe their long experience of operating tidal projects in France and in Korea. The workshop 
conclusion was that tidal lagoons could provide the UK (such as the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon, currently in 
planning, see here) with a very valuable source of clean energy provided deployments were carefully 
managed in balance with the environment and socio-economic interests. This view was supported by key 
stakeholders attending including the RSPB and is in line with the “Balanced Technology Approach” paper 
previously published by Regen SW and MEM in 2012 which can be found here. 
 
As a next step the industry group agreed to submit an outline position paper to the UK Government and 
other decision makers highlighting the opportunity and need for tidal range to be included in the UK’s 
energy strategy.  

Next Bristol Tidal Energy Forum 24 April Next Bristol Tidal Forum 24 April  
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Useful documents 

• Bristol Channel Balanced 
Technology Approach 

• South West Marine Energy Park 
Prospectus 

• Offshore and marine energy supply 
chain directory 

• Bristol City Region ocean energy  

• Renewable UK Wave and tidal 
energy in the UK, 2013 

South West MEP programme to support marine 
businesses 
The Peninsula and Plymouth City Deal Regional 
Growth Fund has contributed some funding to 
support the work of MEP programme. As part of this 
we are able to offer business development support 
for peninsula based companies or new companies 
who wish to establish themselves in the region.  If 
you wish to find out more about how we could 
support your organisation please email: 
khayes@regensw.co.uk  

All Energy, Aberdeen 21-22 May 2014 
As in previous years, the South West Marine Energy 
Park pavilion will at All Energy in Aberdeen. The 
pavilion, which has been funded by Invest in 
Cornwall, the SW MEP and participating companies, 
will showcase the strength of the companies and 
facilities in the region. In addition, a number of 
south west representatives will feature in the 
conference line up, including Ian Godfrey, Regen SW, 
who will be speaking in the conference, about 
financing marine energy projects. We would like to 
hear from other south west companies who will be 
in attendance.  

The South West MEP will be running an industry 
networking event as part of the 1st PRIMaRE 

conference, more details to follow.  

1st PRIMaRE Conference 
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